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1. Introduction 
The term P-space was used as an abbreviation for pseudo-discrete space 
by Gillman and Henriksen in [9] for a completely regular Nausdorff 
space X on which every continuous Cal-valued function is constant on 
some neighborhood of each point of Py. In a P-space the intersection of 
any countably n. YUIP/ open sets is again an open set.’ .We shall takfe this 
latter condition with the ,-axiom as the defining condition of a P-space 
(not necessarily complet regular). The Tychonoff P-spaces are im- 
portant in the study of the ring of all continuous real-valued functions 
“” 3?Q j*  ^ / , AS. M&a, A top!o#cal Mew of Fspaces / , . 
‘?G l7 & a Tyd&$f spqce and a ntimber of Ed& about thm can be found ._ ..‘. 
’ ~iti [ 9; 1 O] .2 P+spkes aze also naturally introduced in analysis through 
Baire Lfunctions ( ee f ‘I 4 I)# 
’ 
The aim of the present paper is to provide a systematic account of the 
basic properties of P-spaces in orde:: to throw more light on the effects of 
‘the closure of the topology of a P-space under eountabile intersections as 
against Unite intersections only, pointing both the parallelisms and viciss- 
itudes. This, besides providing some interesting examples and answers to 
bask questions, would also provide the fundamental material for a sub- 
sequent paper on the coreflective functor P from the zrrtegory of all T, 
spaces to the subcategory of P-spaces. Three major results of the paper 
are a characterization f regular paracompact P-spaces. a product heor- 
em for realcompact P-spaces and an example of a Hausdorff connected 
P-space. 
All spaces throughout the following discussion are at least TI. 
2. The P-spaces 
A P-topology on a non-empty set X is a topology such that the inter- 
section of any countably many open sets is open. A P-w~e (XJ) (or 
s3nply X) is a non-empty sef X equipped with a P-topoIo:lG 7. In a topo- 
@ical space X a point x is called a P-point .If the intersecr on of any count- 
ably many neighborhoods of x is again a nei&borhood. 
Clearly a space X is a P-space if and only it” esrery point 
following thk3orem provides an external charb*cterization CI C 
eorem 2.1. A topological space X is a P-space if and on:%? if for any 
delfif space z’* the plrojection prx : XX Y + Y’ is a closed H’;+ap. 
roof. .k%e necessity part follows exactly on the lines of a 
mvolvti~ product with a compact space. The sufficiency o 
is a consp4uence of a result of Hanai n ,[ 11, Theorem 41 w 
space is such that whenever the projectis?? 3
as to be countably compact. 
space, the projection from XH? on X is not closed but the real line R is 
a Lindelof space. 
A few examples may be in order at this place. 
Every discrete space is certainly a P-space. The simplest examples of 
non-discrete P-spizces are provided by spaces X of countable cardinal in 
which every point is isolated except for one with neighborhoods having 
countable complements. One can also have uncountable sets with P-topol- 
ogy in which every point has neighborhoods with countable complements. 
The last mentioned spaces have no isolated points but poor separation 
properties. Interesting examples of P-spaces with no isolated points are 
provided by ql-sets (see [ 10, Exercises 130,13Pj) with the interval to- 
The following proposition is a simple consequence of tile fact that the 
inverse of a function preserves intersections. 
Proposition 2.2. AU subspaces, disjoint topological sums, finite products 
and TI quotients of P-spaces are P-spaces. 
No infinite product of P-spaces with more than one point is a P-space 
as every such product contains a copy of 2~, and inW each point is a 
non-isolated G&-set. In fact, given a family {X, 17 E I?} of P-spaces aright 
P-topology on I’l XV will be the smallest P-topology which makes aPI the 
projections continuous. The product set with this P-topology will be cal- 
led the P-product of the family {X,, 17 E I’} and dentited by P{X? 17 E I’). 
Let a family S of subsets of a P-space (X9 r) be called a P-subbase if S6 ,, 
the family of all countable intersections of members of S, is a base for .r. 
Then if for each 7, ST is a subbase for the topology of X7) the family 
UT pr;l [S,, ] is a P-subbase for the P-product opology. The following 
proposition essentiaiily states that the P-product is really the categorical 
product in the category of P-spaces. The proof is stra 
.3. A function f from a space to a P-pr 
J:,! s Cz S} of aces X8, s E S, is continuous if
composition with each projection r,: Y-+ is continuous. 
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IIausdorff P-spaces dare legion and the P-topology obtained by extend- 
ing the topsiogy af a T3 P-space by adding a non-open dense subset is a 
T2 P-space which is not TS (slee 13, Exercise I.8.20]). lfP(~~ + 1) is the 
subspace of the o inal, Wi + 1 obtained by deleting all those.lpoints o
which a sequence converges then P(wi + 1) is a P-space (see? f B 0, Exercise 
SO])and the subspace of P(wl+ 1)X.P(w2+ 1) obtained by deleting the 
point (wI, w,) is a TS space which is not T4. The proof is on the same lines 
as for a simil,sr subspace of the Tychonoff plank (see [ IO, Exercise 851). 
The space P(w, + 1 )X P(w2 + 1,) is a nice T4 P-space but its subspace des- 
cribed above is not normal. The following example, patterned on one in 
[20] is also interesting in this connection. 
Example 3.1. Let E. be the union of disjoint sets (a, !j} ) (a,,,! OG a$< aI} 
{b,+ 0 < a,P < w,} and {c,l 0 4 7 < aI} . Let the basic neighborhoods 
of various points be as follows: al.l the poirrts aQ8 and baB, 0 -G at, 0 < wl 
are isolated; for each fixed y, a typical basic neighborhood of the point 
c7 contains the points CU,@ and brJ3 for all but countably many indices & 
0 < fl< ~3~ ; atypical basic neighborhood of Q (respectively b) Gontains, 
for every cy greater than some ordinal 6 < wy, all but countably many 
points Q (respectively bag). The space & with the topology generated 
by the above defined neighborhood bases is a Hausdorff semi-regular Pm 
space. As every closed neighborhood of each of Q and b contains all bt% 
countably many points c,, , E, is n,ot a Urysohn space. 
The subspace of EO obtained by deleting all points b,,, 0 f a,@ < ul 
and 6 is a Urysohn P-space which is not semi-regular. 
I?ropodtion 3.2. In a P-space, regularity and complete-regularity are equiv= 
;llent. 
of. Let X be a regular P-space and .F a closed set in X. If x is not in F, 
borhood of x and by regularity there is a des- 
of neighborhoods of x such that 
WA: the intersection of all 5’s is a clopen neigh- 
hence its characteristic function is a con- 
tinuous; real-valued function separating x and F. 
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ace is strongly zero-dimensional. 
Hlausdorff spaces atisfying various compactness properties, equent- 
ial spaces and k-spaces form important classes cf t pological spaces, For 
P-spaces, as we shall see below, most of these properties are a little too 
strong and only discrete ones can have them. evertheless, aspointed 
out by Sikorski n [ 18 suitably weakened compactness properties give, 
in most respects, equally interesting subclasses of P-s-aces. This suitable 
weakening has quite 2 iscernible pattsm and leads to very many easily 
verifiable parallel resu for P-spaces. In this section we shall note down 
a few of these which we think are important and form useful information. 
Some important exceptions, which are not amenable to such analogising, 
for example the Tychonoff theorem and compactifications, are also dis- 
cussed. 
Proposition 4.1. A P-space with any of the followin properties is discrete, 
in fact finite except in case (d): 
(a j countable compactness; 
(b) sequential compactness; 
(c) compactness; 
(d) local compactness; 
(e) ‘I& and pseudocompactness; 
(f) m-compactness. 
roof. The properties (b), (c) and (f) are stronger thaln (a) and in a count- 
ably compact space every infinite subset has a limit point, whereas in a 
P-space.every countable subset, being an &-set, is closed and discrete. 
Therefore a P-space with any of the properties (a), (b), (c) and (f) must 
and hence discrete. 
compact neighborhood of eat point in a locally-compact 
discrete by (c) and osition 2.7 e erefore each point is 
isolated. 
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Every sequential spgce is a k-space and every kepace is the natural quo- 
tient o,$ the disjoint sum of its compact subspaces. Therefore, by Propo- 
.sitions 2.1. and 4.13 follows that any P-space which is either a k-space or 
a sequential space has to be discrete. 
In the next proposition we note down several results which bring out 
the fact that the Lindelof property is almost as useful and important for 
P-spaces as compactiizss i for general spaces. 
hpositim 4.2? (a). A Lindelof subspace of a Hausdorff P-space is closed. 
(b). A Ilausdorff Lindelof P-space is normal. 
(c). If A is a Lindelijf subset of a regular P-space Cen for each open 
neighborhood U of A, there is an open neighborhood V of A whose clo- 
sure is contained in U. 
(d). For any initial ordinal w, which is not cofinal with oo, the inter- 
section of a descending ma-sequence of non-empty Lindelof subsets of a 
Hausdorff P-space is itself non-empty and Lindelof and the sequence is
eventually contained in every neighborhood of the intersection. 
(e). Every continuous function from a Lindelijf Tz space to a T2 P-space 
is closed and hence every such continuous bijection is a homeomorphism. 
(f’). On a set, a Lindelof, Hausdorff P-topology is a maximal Lindelof 
topology and a minimal Eiausdorff P-topology. 
(g). If f: X + Y is a closed, continuous function from a P-space X onto 
a P-space Y such that inverse images of points are Lindelijf (i.e., a P-pro- 
per map, say) then X is Lindelof or para-Lindelof whenever Y is so. 
(h). The productlof two Lindelbf P-spaces i a Lindelof P-space. 
Proof. A very standard line of argument proves (a), (b) and (c). As the 
Lindeltif property is preserved under continuous maps and is closed here- 
dita,qr, (e) follows from (a). 
(d). Let F = (F,) be an u*-sequence of the said type. Then by (a) F, 
is closed and F is a family of closed subsets of F. with the countable in- 
tersection property and hence F must have a non-empty inter:;ection. 
This intersection, being closed in the Lindelof subspace Fo, is itself 
Lindeliif. If U is a open neighborhood of the intersection then Fo\ U is 
e open cover of Fo\ U formed by relative complements of
f: with respect o Fo, a countable subcover, say (FoWMtij 
the assumption of cofina onm,,v=s is less than 
001 and clearly from Fv onwards members of the se 
i.h U. 
3 
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(f). On a Lindeliif, Hausdorff Pqace (X, r) let 7’ be a topzlczy larger 
than r such that (X, 7’) s also Lkdekjf. Then unless 7 = ‘P’I, statement (cc) 
(the continuous identity map from (X, 
Am) provides acontridiction. Again, if 
onto (X, 7) is a homeomqh- 
J”) is a Hausdorff P-space 
such that 7” is smaller than 7, then there is a closed hence Lindeliif sub- 
set A of (X, 7) which is not closed in (X9 7”). But rl# be 
A is a LindeIiSf subset of fX, 7”) and this contradicts (a). ;i ’ 
(g). Let U be any open cover of X. Then for each 3~ in Y there is a count- 
able subcover (rri@)] i E N) of f-1 &) and also as f is closed, a neighbor- 
hood AI(~J) of y, such that f-1 [IV&)] c l,Ji Q(y). Now, if Y is LmdeW 
(respectively para-Lindelof), the cover {N(y)1 y cz Y} has a countable sub- 
cover (IV~QJ~)I i E N} (resp. a locally countable open refinement 
@WI y E YI). It is easily seen that &@)I i, j E N) (respe&ively 
{f-l [IV@)] n U,(v)1 i E N and y c Y}) isa countable subcover (respect- 
ively locally-countable open refinement) of U o 
Other such @reservation properties of P-proper maps an be similarly 
established. 
Pursuing the same line, we give a few characterizations of the para- 
Lindelof property (which, with no surprise, easily turns out to be equiv- 
alent to paracompactness) in regular P-spaces. These dorrespand to 
Michael’s characterizations of paracompactness. 
Theorem 4.3.4 For a regular P-space X the following are etquiv;alent : 
(1) X is para-Lindelof. 
(2) Each open covering of X has a refinement orCwr U,, where each 
U, is a locally countable family of open sets. 
(3) Each open covering of X has a I~cally countable refinement. 
(4) X is paracompact. 
(5) Each open covering of X has a closed locally countable 
SOS. (3) * (4) follows from the fact (contained in Lemma 4 
at in a P-space very locally countatile family s chwre . preserving a 
eorem 11. The rest of the non-trivial im Pications have proofs 
to those of the corresponding implications i 
p. 82, 1621) and for a 
sample, prove only (2) =+ (3). 
“. ‘” ._ .3&j *‘,- . i - I u&r:. -Mw-rn~ &q&agfd vi&w of P-spaces . . \ . _- , 1 
kmnh,4.$. :If Q is a locally c(o;untable family in a P-space, then 
’ ii) 
, 
p’ iS afsoj~cally’ mmtabie; .- ” 
(ii) for any subfamily 8 of II, B is closed in X. 
Emma 45. Let E be a family of sets in a P-space X. 1st F be a flocally 
countable closed covering of X such that each of its members intersects 
&ly countably many members of E. Then each member E of E can be 
enlarged to an open set C;(E) such that the family (U(E)1 14: E 5) is lo- 
calty countable. 
‘Co prove (2) * (3), let A be an open covering of X. By (2) there is an 
open refinement U, < c3 1 U, where each C, is locally countable. For each 
a9 let V*= UU,. Then V = (V,>,<,, is an open covering of X. For each 
j3< q, let 
W@ = c1’9\u+ VT. 
The family cw,>,< WI is a locally countable refinement of V and 
{W, n U\ U in U, and Q < q) is a locally countable refinement of A e 
The above theorem together with known properties of paracornpact 
spaces leads us to the following useful corollaries. 
Corollary 4.6. Every regular +Lindeliif P-space is paracompact, hence 
normal. l 
Corollary 4.7. Every F,(,) -subspace of a regular paracompact P-space is 
paracompact . 
Proof. Let F = U (F,I QI < wl} be qn F,(,)-set in a paracompact P-space 
XandIetU={U$yH’}beanopencoverofF.Each(I,=Fn Vi,, 
whereV~isanopensetinX.Foreachfixeda<q,(V~i7E:rEu~x\Y,d 
is an open covering of X and so has an open locally finite ref!ritimenf 
I’). For each Q, let B, = (1 JF& d 8 j,; ther 155, 
ite family of open set iE4;, is811 allen refine- 
plication of The C&x?+ thr; proof. 
now consider the following anomahes: 
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This is due to the faci that ev uch space contains a closed copy of the 
countable roduct of the tw oint space which itself is an uncount- 
able discrete space. 
The lack of “P-productivity” for the Lindeliif property leads to another 
set back when one tries to find a maximal Lindeliif extension of a corn- 
pletely regular P-space on the lines of Stone-&h compactification. To 
make it precise let a Lindeliif P-space Y be called a Lindeliif extension of 
a P-space X if there is a dense embedding of X into Y. A Lindeliif exten- 
sion of X shall be called maximal if it maps continuously (preserving pain@ 
of X) on eytery other Mdeliif extension of X. Now [ 12, l’heor~m 11 when 
applied to the case of P-spaces and Lindeli)f extensions implies that every 
P-space which can be embedded ina product of LindeMf P-spaces haas a 
maximal Lindelijf extensll;.on if and only if he property of being a Linde- 
Hf P-space is closed-hereditary and “‘&productive”. As has 
above, the last mentioned condition is violated and hence 
of getting maximal LindelGf extensions in 
In contrast o compactness, z=ealcompacti?ess allows a “P-product 
ther:..rem” analogous to the tl az.Brem for Tychonoff products. 
eor*:in 4.8, An arbitrary Fq~xiuct of realwmpact P-spaces is reafcnm- 
Proof. L 2 t. {&I s E s) be a S L <-. *;’ af realcompact P-spaces and Y = 
their I?‘-pc>duct. Each pro: * . i r - I g f8. Y + A> has an extension 
qs: uy + XS, where uY is ‘1 S. : ;T-~~ it4 realcompactification f Y. Let a 
Mwtion p*: v Y + Y be de: ; a ?y f(t) = (q,(t)). Then as pr&= OS is 
car! tinuous, from Proposit % : l,2, f is continuou . Now Y, being the set 
of Gx,ed points off, nut ‘3 4 i oscd in VY and c : i.iselP be realcom- 
pact. Consequently VY = 2. 
“. ~$&@&&i~‘~~~ 1. A P-space 23s ccxuwctad if and only if every real-valued 
ci&iqias, function on X is a constant function. If a real-valued continu- 
:pls function .on ,,T tabs different values at two points.o$ X then thetwo 
points lie in-different. components.of X.
P&of As m a P-spa&e zero-sets are precisely the clopen sets, a real-valued 
tintinuous function distinguishes two points of X if md only if they have 
disjoint @open eighborhoods: 
Crorollary 5.2. A functionally Hausdorff P-space is totally disconnected. 
Thus the search for connected P-spaces aznounts to finding P-spaces on 
which all continuous real-valued functions are constant. 
Every real-valued ccWinudus function on the space EO -Df section 3.1 
takes the same value at the two points ti and b. We shall use this space 
and a condensation process 5 described below to construct a Hausdorff 
P-space E, on which every real-valued continuous function is constant. 
Exampie 5.3 (The space E,). Let all the limit ordinals less than o1 be 
indexed by o1 in an order preserving manner. Let i(p) denote the index 
of the limit ordinal p in the above indexing, First for the sake of clarity, 
let us consider an intuitive description of the space &. From EO a space 
E, is constructed by attaching copies of the space EO to all pairs 
and 
iaoy aa,i(+y) 1, (bay bai(y)X (~7s ci(T)), 0 G a 9 Y < “1 
(where 7 is a iimit ordinal), of points in EO. From Q , a space E2 is con- 
structed by again similarly attaching new copies of E, to every newly 
-attached copy oi EO in E,. This process is continued to give spaces E,, 
FlE . Each E, is embedded in E’ + 1 and the inductive limit of this se- 
quence of spaces i  the required space IZW. 
For a precise description let I;e be the subspace &-,\{a, b} of E. and 
consider the ordered pair (&,, p;b). Suppose a pair (Ek _ l, I$ _ 1) of spaces 
has been constructed, where Fk _ 1 :is a disjoint topological sum of an in- 
llection&_ 1 of copies of the sp 
o~st~~~t ti:enex 
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i?l&. Kiili!, Get of fk_1 and for any p in P the members of tl+t: +,:j..qspond- 
ir -I r.qt> of FC are distinguished by a super-index p. Also ‘i V* x ,wplification 
i- rkr e &Mowing description let d stand, in any p&rti&;:: i :1^? j 1T XX any of 
t; II SyEJbo3s 4 g, bz, $0 < ar < q and p E Y, such tlw pi xever d stands 
f’;r CI$ or @& d, means the point a:$ or b$. Let the set 21 all symbols 
i(, !$ ,$ for 0 & cy < Oi and p ITI P be denoted by S. ‘W: con form or- 
IT Ered p&s ~x?P da.+ 1) and (& * t?jcy>, w h em in the latter pair 7 is a limit 
Q dinal. Let the &bction ok ala Such pairs for d E $ ~2 s’; p, 7 < wp 
where y is a limit ordinal, be denoted by Pp. For every $ai~ (c$, dfi+l) OF 
@lv, d&j in P’, 1~9, a. wpy Eu(dc, dfl+l) OP EO(d,, dicr,) of the space E, be 
taken and let Gk denote the disjoint topological sum of all the copies o 
obtained. When convenient, a pair In P’ may be denoted by a single letter 
q and the points in the corresponding copy of &, can, as in the case of P, 
be distinguished by a supem~ript q. Let A be the subspdce of Gk consist- 
ing of al111 points QQ and b<, q c P. Clearly A is closed and discrete in &. 
Let a map f: A + .6R _ r be defi’ined, for ail .q in P: as follows: 
f(d) - dfl 
NOW let ~7~ be the adjwetior; space Gk Us. Ek _ 1. There is a natural em- 
bedding &_ 1 : A!&_. 1+ Ek by the definitiw of adjwction space (see [ 8, 
Theorem VL6.3]). The qace @,\A is also- embedded inEk and is easily 
seen to be a dasjoint topological sum of a collection. of copies of the space 
F,, the collection being indexed by P’. Let this collection be denoted by 
fk and the space E”\A by Fk,. This cornpIetes the construction of the pair 
(I&, &) and also by induction 01. k the construction of pairs (E$&,) for 
every non-negative integer PI. 
Using maps &: En + En+l, for each pair (m, n), 0 G m, YE < aO, let a 
map QbE8 : E,,, + En be defined by #“, = &_ 1 o &_ 2 o . ..o 41~. These lead to 
an inductive system (En3 a”,) of spaces and maps. The space Et&, is defined 
as the inductive limit of this system. The claimed properties 2i’ Eti are 
stated in the following theorem. 
e space E, is it 
I ‘36Q L _ .A..K. iW..m, A tqa&gicul view ufhpuce~ 
“’ 
the bonstruction ofE@ only quotients and disjoint topological sums of 
P-spat ,s have been used. The space I$ Es Hausdorff ;snd any continuous 
Eal-tralu& function on J$ takes the same vak at all poin%s of IZO\I?O. 
&sume that in the pai* (Q _ 1, I$ __ t), I?“_ 1 is a Hausdorff space and 
every continuous real-valued function on Ek_l takes the same values at 
& pc ints uf Q_ i\p;R _ 1r We shaU prove the same for the next pair 
(E,, is). By the very definition of Q. as the adjunetion space c;R +5’k_ I9 
it follows that Ek _ 1 and Fk are embedded in E, as disjoint closed and 
open subspaces respectively [8, Chapter 61. Let x and y be any two 
wints of Ek. T;os describing their disjoint asighborhoods, let it be agreed 
that by a basic raeighBor!zooQ’ of a :;joint in any copy of ZO, we shall mean 
thk typical bask neighborhood efined in ExampIe 3.1. Now if x and y 
are both in I$, then disjoint neighborhoods of x and y in I$ are also dis- 
joint neighborhoods in I$ If x is in A!$ l and y in &, then a basic neigh- 
borhood of y in the copy of EO to which it belongs is in fact &pen in 
T’. If both x and y are in Ek__ 1 9 let 62 and UY be their open neighhor- PA 
hoods in I$__ b. For each point s of Ck which has been iden,tifkd to some 
point in C& take a basic neighborhood 4 of s in the copy of E. to which 
s belongs. Let VX be the union of UX with all such &I’%. The set ??I being 
a saturated (closed under the identification) open set in 67, fly Ek_.. l gives 
a neighborhood q of x in I$ A neighborhood q of Y, timilarly ob- 
tained is easily seen to be disjoint from U$ This proves that Ek is Haus 
dorff. For the second assertion about the pair (&, Fk), we need simply 
observe that due to the chaining together of poihts by EO any closed 
neighborhood of a point in IZk\Fk akvtiys intersects Ek_ l\Fjk _ Ie This to- 
gether with the hypothesis on (Ek_ 1, Fk_ 1) and the fact that continuous 
real-valued functions on a P-space are locally constant proves that every 
continuous real-valued function on Ek takes the same value on Ek\Fk. 
NOW given azy two tioints in Ew there always exists an integer YI such 
that both ths points lie in EJF, where En is embedded inJIZU. Thus, 
every real-valued continuous function on & is a constsnt function. To 
complete the proof WIG: need only show that IC” is a Hausdorff space. For 
this let x and y be two points in EW. There is a salallest integer n su& 
that bqth re and 9~ itre in Ena Let Ux and Lfv be disjoint ogen neighborhor\ds 
of x and y in En. Earlier in this proof we have shown th& ?I.IC: and C> GUI 
be enla.rged tl., disjoint open sets UY ar.,d U$ in En + 9O 
y we get chains of relative neighborhoods. Due to the particular Mabre 
easy to check that the sets obtained by taking unions of men~bers in each 
chain of neighborhoods are disjoint open neighborhoods of x and j) in 
.F ‘63’ is completes the proof. 
Closing this section it may be mentioned that an arbitrary P-product 
of connected P-spaces i connected. In fact for a fixed point in such a 
product he union of all connected subsets containing that point can be 
shown to be dense in the P-product. 
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Non-P-spaces whi: admit only constant re&vakued functions -- there 
are even regular one5 - show that even for a T3 space X the condition 
“every prime ideal in (I(X) is maxhal (see I[ 10, Exercis.e 4J]) need not 
give a P-space. The quoted condition characterizes &spaces among the 
Tychonoff spaces. A functionally Hausdorff P-space whose complete 
rcgularizaBiion (see e a IO, Theorem X9]) is not a P-space TNould prove the 
independence of the defining condition of a P-space from the albove 
yuoted co:ldition. Byt prese tly we do not have an example of such a 
P-space. Comfort acd Ross in [7] defined a P-space as a topolo&al 
space in which every zero-set is cJpen. This conditiorm is certainly weaker 
than our defining c&~!iti~~ We do not have an tz~mpI~~ to sho!N its in- 
dependence of the prime-ideal conditie.n <above. 
The author a&howled his gratefulness to Professok S.P. Fran 
and R.A. Alb of a’:.‘arnegi ellon University for many use 
and criticisms. 
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